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QUESTION 1

At Universal Containers (UC), a developer named Yuichiro wrote a PHP application that, in production, uses a MySQL
database. Yuichiro is onboarding Mary, a new UC developer, who is setting up her development environment. Yuichiro
asks Mary to: 

1) install the related PHP libraries manually so the application will run; 2) use MongoDB, instead of MySQL, in the
development environment. 

According to the Twelve-Factor methodology, which changes should an Architect recommend? 

A. Explicitly declare code dependencies in the application\\'s environment variables and use the same type of database
in both development and production. 

B. Persist code dependencies in the application\\'s production database. Use the same type of database locally to
ensure that the dependencies are accessible. 

C. Recursively determine code dependencies on application startup and maintain separate Git branches for the
MongoDB- and MySQL- compatible versions of the application. 

D. Explicitly declare code dependencies in the application\\'s source and use the same type of database in both
development and production. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer needs to test a database schema migration. Which approach should an Architect recommend? 

A. Fork the production database, and run the migration and tests against the fork 

B. Detach the Heroku Postgres add-on. and run the migration and tests against the database. 

C. Create a follower database, and run the migration and test against the follower database 

D. Place the app into maintenance mode, and then perform the tests 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.herokuxom/tech-sessions/get-started-with-apache-kafka 

 

QUESTION 3

Which technology do SalesforceREST APIs use for authentication? 

A. Basic usernames and passwords 

B. OAuth 
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C. SAML 

D. Pre-shared keys 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Heroku add-ons are cool because they: 

A. Give you the ability to add complex functionality to your application without having to manage the underlying software
or infrastructure. 

B. Accessorize your dynos with over-clocked CPU power and faster I/O speeds 

C. Can be provisioned easily from the Heroku Enterprise Flea Market system. 

D. Cost nothing--billing is easy because they\\'re always provided at no additional cost with every Heroku Enterprise
account. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A client\\'s Heroku application is publishing messages to an instance of Apache Kafka on Heroku. What does a second
Heroku application need to do to consume those messages? 

A. Subscribe to the Kafka partition(s) that the messages are being published to. 

B. Join a consumer group that also includes the publishing application. 

C. Subscribe to the Kafka topic(s) that the messages are being published to. 

D. Convert the publishing application into a stream processor. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://wwwxloudkarafka.com/blog/2016-11-30-part1-kafka-for-beginners-what-is-apache-kafka.html 
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